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Introduction and background

This paper examines the socio-technical ecosystems that shape the moderation of mental health content. To explore how care is formulated across and between different actors and automated systems, I focus on the experiences of moderators and users of three peer-based mental health support platforms. The analysis is framed by the notion of the 'digital care assemblage' to delineate the interactions between goal-oriented moderation policies, automated systems, human content moderators or platform managers, and users seeking or giving help in relation to mental ill-health. Each of these actors contribute to the supportive capacity of the platforms for addressing mental health issues in the community.

Early uses of the internet saw the potential to revolutionise healthcare through increased participation and community support (McCosker, 2018). The push toward peer-to-peer, participatory or personalised modes of digital health has only intensified in the rush toward online services during Covid-19 (Sorkin et al., 2021). Meanwhile, as mental health support groups have proliferated across commercial platforms and non-profit forums to fill some of these gaps, the need for moderation to ensure safety and care has deepened.

While mental health content often falls into the category of 'problematic', 'borderline' and ambiguous content for commercial platforms, it poses different challenges to other moderated material such as misinformation, 'obscenity', or hate speech (Gillespie and
Aufderheide, 2020). Gerrard, for instance, raises the question of whether Instagram should allow currently banned images of healed self-cutting, under the guise of supporting recovery (2022, p. 86-87). To curtail these 'risks', platforms increasingly rely on algorithmic moderation of various kinds (Gorwa et al., 2018), alongside teams of human moderators.

This paper contributes to the growing body of work on content moderation as a socio-technical system, and to the goal of improving moderation practices for better mental health support. Examining three dedicated mental health platforms, we present the digital care assemblage as a concept for understanding – and optimising – digital mental health care and support as an assemblage of actors, practices, governance mechanisms and technical components (Fox, 2011; LaMarre and Rice, 2021).

**Methods**

The three project partners deliver community-oriented, non-profit mental health support programs and services, funded through government grants and charity donations – SANE Australia, Reach Out and Beyond Blue. This paper focuses on qualitative research with forum moderators and managers (n=7), lived experience volunteer moderators or ‘community guides’ (n=4), and people living with mental health issues who make use of the platforms for support (n=35). Data was collected throughout 2021 and 2022, through online focus group workshops with moderators and managers, and video interviews with users.

**Findings and Analysis**

Participants spoke at length about how human and automated moderation, community guidelines and user actions interacted to create a safe online space for mental health support – and where tensions arise within what we refer to as the overall ‘digital care assemblage’. That is, we found moderation practices consisted of interactions between institutional goals, community guidelines and negotiated policies, through a set of routines and feedback loops, and in conjunction with automated moderation systems. We characterise these processes as both reactive and adaptive – they were dynamic, but circumscribed by a distribution of routines, actions and often contested decisions (McCosker et al., 2023).

Platform managers and moderators described the mix of broad goals for creating supportive, peer-led spaces in contrast to the 'cluster-mess' (as one platform manager put it) of commercial platforms like Facebook. They saw their professional role as juggling a set of service goals and policies, working with automated moderation systems, through collaborative and reflexive moderation practices, to manage unpredictable user actions and behaviours.

In some respects, the automated moderation systems contribute to structuring the routine tasks moderators must attend to (Jhaver et al., 2019), but the influence moves in both directions with collaborative and distributed forms of decision-making in responding to problematic content and interactions. And this included the actions and responses of platform users. For example, on one platform, users responded to the Covid-19
pandemic and lockdowns through extensive ‘venting’ and engaging in off-topic ‘social-posts’, which breach community guidelines designed to focus on mental health challenges more directly. Moderators and managers eventually adapted the guidelines to allow for these uses of the platform.

Interactions between moderation and user practices are complex and cause some tension and are integral to the way the care assemblage is constructed and maintained. While our interviews with platform members did not initially focus on their experience of moderation, it was a theme that often arose during discussions – usually when reflecting on things that did not work well for them. Their experiences, however, contribute to the functioning of the care assemblage.

When posts are flagged by moderators and changed, deleted, or given warnings, some users feel reluctant to continue posting, or modulate how they post: ‘I’ve become less willing to put certain things out here’ (SANE, 1). In this case, anonymity was a positive factor, enabling their sharing and openness. But a warning from a moderator about potential legal issues related to one post made them less willing to share at all afterwards. Variations on this experience have been understood as forms of ‘self-censorship’ in negotiations with platform moderation and algorithmic curation (Gillespie, 2018). We argue that the negotiations were more than self-censorship; they were as intricately involved in the work of the care assemblage as the moderation practices and systems they ran up against.

Managing safety and care is experienced by some as a form of co-production. For example, one person reflected on initially being upset when she had a post removed, but she came to understand and appreciate the moderation processes: ‘now I’m fine with it, like I know they need to do that and it’s good they do’; ‘they email me the post and they let me know why it’s been moderated. And usually, they are just changing a word or two.’ She elaborated: ‘Like you don’t mean to write something that could be upsetting but sometimes you just don’t know.’ (Beyond Blue, 2).

In a different way, recalling a time when a distressed and suicidal member disappeared from the forum, one user emphasised the need for more transparency, and hence involvement in the care assemblage. They noted feeling upset at the time and their belief that the person had ‘ended her life’:

it’s a bit of a fine line. […] I think it would be helpful that if someone’s been banned … there should be some kind of notification … just for the peace of mind for the people that have been communicating with this person and genuinely care about them. (SANE, 15)

**Conclusion**

Improving moderation practices and systems to better support mental health requires firstly a more complete understanding of the digital care assemblage, and secondly, negotiation between moderators and managers, automated systems designers as well as users. Bringing users’ experiences into moderation goals and practices can add an important, underutilised dimension. This would align with the professionalisation and
growth in dedicated platforms for community-based mental health support outside of the less equipped commercial social platforms.
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